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The Anniversary ~lebration. 
Approximately 300 persons made their 

way to the Long Trail Lodge on the after
noon of September 12, all animated by a 
single purpose ( 0 for a Lodge in some vast 
wilderness), to participate in the exe-rcises 
marking the termination of 21 years of the 
Club's existence. Like the birthday of a 
young man who arrives at his majority, 
this was considered as an important epoch 
in the life of the Club; hence the celebra
tion. 

The exercises began at 3 :30 p. m., when 
President Mortimer R. Proctor, after some 
appropriate introductory remarks, introduc
ed Fred H. Tucker of Boston, a trustee 
and active member, who presided du.ring 
the speaking. He said in part: "The 
Green- Mountain Club never has had and 
never will have a greater asset than good 
will, and today, as we look about this room, 
after 21 years of existence, we seem to 
have a very enjoyable balance on the right 
side of the ledger. It was good will which 
brought us into being. There was certain
ly no desire for fame or riches, only the 
earnest wish that the Green Mountains and 
the association with nature which they af
ford, might enrich the life of us all. We 
realize that we have very little to offer in 
the way of material gain in return for a 
membership in this organization, but we 
feel that we can offer something greater, 
viz., an opportunity for everyone to gain 
physical, mental and spiritual strength and 
enjoyment by communing with nature in 
these mountains which our Trail has made 
accessible." He named some of the great 
benefactors of the Club, including Governor 
Wilson, by reason of his remarks in radio 
addresses, James P. Taylor, the father of 
the Club, Paul W. Thayer, architect of the 
Lodge, Mrs. Bates, manager of the Lodge, 
the trustees, and particularly Fred H. 
Tucker, "to whom "'.e naturally turn for 
wise counsel and good judgment." 

Governor Stanley C. Wilson of Vermont 
spoke along lines similar to those of his 
recent broadcast radio addresses. He said 
that he had not spoken about the Long 
Trail and the Green Mountain Club "be
cause I wanted to_ pat you people on the 
back, but because I believed that what you 
were doing and what you had accomplished 
was worthy of great public attention, and 
was a worthy effort in the furtherance of 
Vermont's u.pbuilding along the lines that 
it is especially adapted to. I want to say 
that I believe that the work that has been 
done on the Long Trail which meets its 
climax here at this Lodge is of wonderful 
value to the State of Vermont." He con
tinued by calling attention to the many and 
unique charms of Vermont's mountain 
scenery, and how these had been made ac
cessible and brought to the attention of 
people outside of the State by the construc
tion of the Long Trail. 

As the Governor finished the messengers 
who had brought greetings over the Trail 
from the Governor of Massachusetts and the 
Prime Minister of Quebec were introduced. 
They were M. L. Joslin of Waitsfield, who 
came from the Canadian border, and Hart
ness Beardsley of Springfield from tlie 
Massachusetts line. The latter was accom
panied by John Pierce of Springfield. The 
letters of congratulation and good wishes 
which they brought were read. The mes
sengers were then presented with gold al
timeters as a token of appreciation from 
the Club. 

Dorothy Canfield Fisher of Arlington, the 
distinguished novelist and author, followed 
with an illuminating address which captur
ed the audience, in which she answered the 
queries of some people who ask, "Why 
leave the comforts of home to shoulder a 
pack and live out of doors for one's health? 
Why not stay on the shady side of a hotel?" 
Answering this she said that the struggle 
of the human race has been to conquer ma-
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terial obstacles. The machine age, together 
with city life, has cut that out of human 
beings. Therefore it is necessary for people 
to get a vacation from sophistication and 
find some material obstacles to conquer. 
She then went on to enumerate the several 
elements in the value of the Long Trail, 
which we quote elsewhere. 

Prof. Will S. Monroe, veteran trail build
er, immortalized in the Monroe Skyline 
Trail, sage of Camel's Hump (beg pa~don, 
Couching Lion) was introduced, and began 
with an expression of gratitude to President 
Proctor for "this magnificent house in the 
wilderness, this great accomplishment with 
its great future, and its architecture and 
the interest it lends to the whole out of 
doors." Dr. Monroe then discussed the 
psychological value of the kind of recrea
tion which a person gets on the Long Trail. 
He pointed out that all kinds of activities 
cause fatigue, which in turn causes deple
tion of the body cells. These need to be 
restored to normal by rest and recreation in 
the open air. He spoke about toxin, the 
waste product of the cell, which poisons the 
system if allowed to accumulate. Emotion
al reaction is another factor which enters 
into psychic breakdown, and a tramp over 
the Long Trail is the ideal exercise needed 
to build up the system. 

The next speaker was James P. Taylor, 
secretary of the State Chamber of Com
merce, indefatigable promoter of roadside 
beautification, originator of the Long Trail 
idea, sometimes referred to as the father 
of the Green Mountain Club (his only pa
ternal accomplishment to date, so far as 
known), whose subject was "The Begin
nings of the Beginnings." As a repre
senative of the pioneers he presented their 
salutations and their cheers to those who 
have brought to final completion and to 
splendid realization the Long Trail of the 
Green Mountain Club. "In the case of the 
Long Trail, it has proved to be a long trial 
of the persistence, devotion and generosity 
of many folk, both in its initiation and ex
ecution. You are thankful to us for hav
ing gotten you into trouble, and we are 
thankful to you for having gotten us out 
of it. We all unite in gladness, whatever 
we have done toward establishing the Long 
Trail, a unique institution in Vermont, a 

State that is utterly and unutterably love
ly." The speaker then narrated several 
humorous incidents of his experiences in 
attempting to explore the mountains be
fore there was any Long Trail, from which 
was born the idea of such a trail and an 
organization to put it through. He then 
rehearsed his efforts to realize these aims, 
and gave an account of the organization 
meeting and of the early doings of the 
Club. The first annual meeting was held 
at Stowe in June, 1911, at which four Sec
tions were represented, Burlington, Stowe, 
Morrisville and Middlebury. He spoke of 
the help given in the early days by the Ver
monter, which devoted one entire issue to 
the Club and its plans. 

Charles P. Cooper, of Chicago, president 
of the Club from 1917 to 1926, spoke brief
ly in a reminiscent vein. 

At six o'clock dinner was served, the 
dining room, which seats about 200, being 
filled. The overflow patronized roadside 
restaurants, down the road. During din
ner mu.sic was furnished by an instrument
al trio and by a male quartette, and some 
of the favorite Club songs were sung by 
the diners. The after dinner speaker was 
Dr. John M. Thomas, former President of 
Middlebury, Penn State and Rutgers col
leges, now vice president of the National 
Life Insurance Company, interested in the 
Long Trail from the early days, an ac
complished speaker, whose address was re
ceived with the greatest interest and en
joyment. He spoke about the way in 
which the Trail had been built, by volunteer 
labor, and thought that was the very best 
thing about it. Anyone with ample funds 
can make a trail across the wilderness, but 
in that way ·it would not have been what 
it is today, and would not have been worth 
a fraction of what it is now. "Let me say 
'well done', and thank you for the work of 
the past 21 years. I am thinking of the 
wholesome and economical recreation which 
has been provided by the Long Trail, for 
thousands of people, men and women, 
young and old. More people visit the Long 
Trail from other States than from Ver
mont, and their pleasure has been ample 
payment for all that Vermonters have done 
to make it possible. Many valuable les
sons have been learned by those who have 
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tramped the Trail. For one thing, they 
have learned how long is a mile. You don't 
know how long a mile is as it is clicked off 
on the speedometer of an automobile. It 
is giving the younger people a fellow f eel
ing for the pioneers of this country, giv
ing them a chance to understand the back
ground of American history. I think the 
Long Trail has been one of the most ef
fective features in making Vermont and 
her attractions known to the outside world. 
It is a unique feature, and from the At
lantic to the Pacific they know more about 
us in Vermont because of it, and so the 
fame of the State has been extended." The 
speaker then voiced some criticisms of the 
mountain nomenclature adopted by the 
Club in some instances, which we reproduce 
elsewhere, and concluded with some inter
esting reminiscencies of Joseph Batten, the 
eccentric capitalist who bought wild land to 
prevent its being stripped of timber, to 
such an extent that at his death he owned 
31,000 acres, which he bequeathed to Mid
dlebury college, being the largest single 
pl'operty thru which the Long Trail passes. 

At 9 :15 a gong was struck 21 times, and 
the first signal flare was lighted at the 
Lodge by President Proctor, followed by one 
on Deer's Leap, and then on peaks north 
and south to the limits of the State. Only 
those at the Lodge and at Deer's Leap were 
visible at the Lodge, but some of the spec
tators went down the road to the west, 
whence they saw those on Pico and Killing
ton. 

After the flares the crowd returned to 
the dining room, where a series of excel
lent motion pictures, showing characteris
tic scenes on the southern and northern 
portions of the Trail were shown, and 
views of a snow-shoe ascent and descent of 
Lincoln Mountain by a Middlebury college 
party. Descending some steep grades, as 
the members of the party lost their footing, 
they performed antics worthy of profession
al tumblers, which evoked peals of laughter. 
It was a hot night, and the snow scenes 
were quite refreshing. 

Toastmaster Tucker fitted his part to per
f ection, and his appropriate and sometimes 
humorous remarks in introducing the 
speakers added much to the enjoyment of 

the audience, and to the success of a wholly 
successful celebration. . 

The Mountain Illumination. 
By P.H. Merrill, Commissioner of Forestry. 

At exactly 9 :15 p. m. the first magnesi
um flare was shot off from the porch of the 
Long Trail Lodge, followed by a star shell 
from a Very pistol and then another flare. 
'l'he flare was picked up within a few min
utes by the observer on Deer's Leap and 
then , on Pico. 

The weather conditions about the moun
tain summits north of Pico were so poor 
that some of the observers could not see the 
previous flare. 

The time at which the flares were set off 
were as follows: 

Long Trail Lodge 9 :15 P. M., Deer's 
Leap 9 :16, Pico 9 :17, Mt. Carmel 9 :18, 
Cushman 9 :35, Lincoln Mt. 9 :30, Camel's 
Hump 9 :45, Mt. Mansfield 9 :35, Belvidere 
9 :25, Jay Peak 9 :48, Killington 9 :20, Har
mon Hill 9 :34, Bromley 9 :23, Stratton 9 :26, 
Glastenbury 9 :27 % . 

Many reports were received .both orally 
and written in regard to the celebration. 
Soon after the flares had been set off the 
people on Mt. Monadnock in New Hamp
shire telephoned to the Long Trail Lodge 
that they saw the flares. Groups of people 
watched from many hills throughout the 
length of the state. 

The longest distance from which the 
flares were reported was at a point three 
miles north of Schenectady, N. Y. Wm. D. 
Williams of Scotia, N. Y., gave the exact 
time and magnetic bearings of the lights 
on Bromley, Stratton and Harmon Hill. The 
greatest distance is approximately 43 miles 
from Bromley Mountain to the observer in 
Schenectady. 

The other observers either neglected to 
give the magnetic bearing or the exact 
time when they saw the lights, thus mak
ing it impossible to make an accurate 
check. 

Why The Long Trail? 
Answering the above question, Dorothy 

Canfield Fisher gave the following reasons: 
It offers city people a chance to get out 

into the open and breathe pure air. Some 
of them don't get a lung-full of pure air 
from one end of the year to the other. 

Another great necessity of human life is 
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that of silence. Modern life has almost no 
silence what with radios, automobiles and 
all the noises of modern city life. It has 
been discovered that excessive noises, even 
though they do not awaken the sleeper, les
sen the value of sleep so that he does not 
get the needed rest. The sleep which one 
gts on the Long Trail is the sort of sleep 
which refreshes. 

Another thing which you get on the 
Long Trail is the sense of having plenty of 
room around you-spaciousness. That has 
a.lot of value through life. In order to be 
at their best, human beings need spacious
ness. If packed too closely with their fel
lowmen, they develop nervous difficulties. 

Then there is another experience and that 
is security. You are actually safer on the 
Long Trail than anywhere else. Nobody is 
safe now anywhere outside his own home 
on account of automobiles rushing about 
threatening lives, and there is more or less 
a constant wear and tear, which element is 
not found on the Long Trail. 

Then you have not only the spaciousness 
of space, but you have the spaciousness of 
time. All modern life is a slave to the 
clock. We have to catch trains, we have 
to be at the office, the bank and school. 
One of the two eyes is always fixed on the 
clock. The relaxation that comes from an 
existence of a few days-a few weeks where 
there is no clock is a real vacation. 

Then there is another element. You 
know the human race is gregarious, and 
cannot bear to be alone, but we need to 
get away occasionally and have time to 
think for ourselves. Hiking on the Long 
Trail gives you plenty of time for thought. 

Then another thing-there is no buying 
or selling on the Long Trail. In this 
nwdern day there is a cry of "money, 
money" all the time and incidentally we 
come to have the feeling that everything 
is measured by it and we can't get anything 
without having it. On the Long Trail hu
man values are, not cash values and there 
you can go 24 hours without shopping. 

Finally, the moral value of the Long 
Trail is that it is a sort of retreat, where 
one can recognize the value of spiritual 
life-an occasional retreat--a retreat from 
the material side of life, where we will have 

an opportunity to feel deeper things, which 
the average modern life, active as it is, 
does not offer. How can a man who is al
ways hurrying to catch a train have time 
for spiritual values? 

Human beings need that stirring of the 
soul that comes from a mystic experience . 
A trip on the Long Trail gives time for the 
stirrings of those deeper parts of your na
ture, which is one of the goals of life. 

Nomenclature. 
Dr. John M. Thomas expressed the fol

lowing views on this subject during his re
marks: 

In the town of Concord, Vt., 100 years 
ago, lived a man named Samuel R. Hall. He 
was a schoolmaster and he built the first 
structure ever erected for the teaching of 
teachers how to teach, the first normal 
school ever built. And he wrote the first 
book on that subject. Near the town of 
Concord is a beautiful sheet of water which 
was called Hall's Pond, but some fool has 
changed the name to Shadow Lake. Any 
place can have a Shadow Lake, but there is 
only one place in the world that could have 
a Hall's Pond, and that is the town of Con
cord, and they have taken that advantage 
away. 

The most distinctive and best-loved moun
tain in the state for 150 years has been 
known as "Camel's Hump". So it has ap
peared in our history books, our geographies 
and maps. The great old mountain is the 
outstanding physical characteristic of the 
State of Vermont. It is the symbol of this 
state in the hearts and minds of many of 
us. 

Dr. Monroe has said that Samuel de 
Champlain called it "Lion Couchant", or at 
least Henry Holt thinks Samuel de Cham
plain called it that, but Henry Holt thought 
a lot of things that weren't so, and Samuel 
de Champlain had a lot else to do beside 
naming the mountains. 

I don't think we had any good motive 
for changing the name or even having an 
alternate name, and it seems to me that 
your Presidential Range is only a weak 
copy of the Presidential Range over in New 
Hampshire. You. don't gain anything by 
trying to copy it that way. Two of the 
presidents whose names are applied never 
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visited this state and they never would have 
been welcome if they had. 

I trust you believe these remarks are all 
in good feeling, but some of these names 
were put on the maps at the time when the 
territory belonged to the corporation of 
which I was President and this is the first 
chance I have had to express my opinion 
on it. 

Notes. 
The Long Trail Lodge will close October 

12. 

There was a choice exhibition of photo
graphs of Trail scenery on the walls of the 
lounge, September 12. 

What do the committee on nomenclature 
have to say in Feply to Dr. Thomas's re
marks on that subject? 

That the Big Celebration was a huge suc
cess in every respect was the unanimous 
opinion of those present. 

A microphone carried the words of the 
afternoon speakers very distinctly to an 
overflow audience on the porch. 

Worcester carried off the palm for Sec
tional attendance, having a delegation of 
25 on hand. New York was a good second 
with 15. 

Among the distinguished attendants were 
ex-Senator Partridge, Robert M. Ross, State 
Forester of Connecticut, former Commis
sioner of Forestry of Vermont and trustee 
of the Club, and the three ladies who made 
a record four years ago by a continuou.s 
trip over the entire Trail, sometimes re
ferred td as the Three Musketeers. 

Mrs. Stephen Townsend of Boston from 
her lookout about ten miles north-west of 
Woodstock saw six of the flares on the night 
of Sept. 12. 

Gov. Wilson has again extolled the Long 
'Trail in a radio speech from Boston, Sept. 
27. The Governor is one of our best 
boosters, and has the thanks of the Club. 

The Long Trail is now connected with the 
trail of the Williams College Outing Club 
at Blackington, Mass., the G. M. C. patrol 
having cleared the three miles of trail be
tween the two. 

Paul W. Thayer has an article in the 
September Highways (Vt.) in which he 
gives a detailed description of the·' Long 
Trail Lodge, illustrated with several 'inter
ior and exterior views. 

Bruce R. Buchanan has an article in the 
summer number of The Vermonter entitled 
"Taking the Almost out of the Long Trail." 
He tells how the Trail was finished from 
Jay Peak to the Canada line, and describes 
the country thru which it passes. 

Now that the Club has attained its ma
jority, it should cast a thankfuL.eye back
ward toward those who cared for jt -in its 
infancy. The great accomplishments -0f the 
Club, as we see them today, are due primar
ily to the early trail workers, such as Cowles, 
Dean, Paris, Monroe, Cooper and Ross. 
They have had worthy successors, but it is to 
pioneers like these that we look back to
day with special gratitude. 

Profs. Carleton and Doll have completed 
a new camp about a mile and a half north 
of Jay Peak. It is built of logs, from funds 
contributed by the New York Section. The 
Long Trail patrol have built two new camps, 
called Camp French and Barrows Camp, 
the former three miles south of the high
way near Johnson toward Whiteface, the 
latter in place of the· "Honted House" 
camp south of Larraway mountain. 

Mr. Taylor, in his remarks at the birth
day party, referred to the late Dr. Louis 
J. Paris, as having rendered the Club a 
great service in its early days by his news
paper articles, which were extensively 
copied and gave the Club much needed and 
valuable publicity. 

When the Club reached the 1000 mark 
in membership, Dr. Paris remarked that he 
was then ready to sing his Nunc dimittis. 
One dark night at ten thirty, Dr. Paris with 
a companion arrived at the top of Camel's 
Hump. They found no one there but the 
French-Canadian caretaker who, on being 
aroused from his bed, appeared attired sole
ly in the somewhat abbreviated flannel 
shirt which also formed a part of his day
time apparel. The Doctor commented that 
it reminded him of the well-known line of 
the poet, which he. quoted (slightly altered) 
as follows: 
"The slwrt and simple flannel,s <>f the poor." 
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They burned flares on Mansfield and 
other ... :Vermont peaks Saturday night to 
celebrate the coming of age of the Green 
Mountain Club. Governor Wilson made an 
address "near Rutland", and Dorothy Can
field Fisher too, of course. Vermont may 
not be quite so proud of her adopted chil
dren as of her native sons, but she has a 
deep ~ffection for them, nevertheless, and 
has ma~e them welcome. Not only does she 
iike those who like her, but she needs them 
in he1; business. 

So many of her native sons are prodigals, 
lured away from marble hills by city streets. 
Tourist.s and poets and writers and a host 
of jaded folk have taken their place and 
found in those hills the help for which they 

lifted up their eyes. Some of them have 
come afoot, even in this motor age, and it is 
to them that the Green Mountain Club of
fers the hospitality of the mountains, for
ests and all outdoors and particularly of the 
Long Trail. 

This trail is not the one that goes winding 
through the land of some one's dream. It 
was a dream once, no doubt, but now it is 
a reality, stretching from the Massachusetts 
line to Jay Peak, within a few miles of the 
Canadian border, 250 miles away, the long
est footpath in the United States, a standing 
invitation to hikers from all over the country 
and a living proof that walking, even in 
America, is not a lost art. 

-New York Times. 

Grand Prize, Photographic Cc;>ntest, 1929. 

Vista from Bolton Mountain toward Mt. Mansfield. 
By RICHARD F. SCHROEDER, Newton Highlands, Mass. 


